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They were America's Team—the high-priced, highglamour, high-flying Dallas Cowboys of the 1990s,
who won three Super Bowls and made as many
headlines off the field as on it. Led by Emmitt Smith,
the charismatic Deion "Prime Time" Sanders, and
Hall of Famers Troy Aikman and Michael Irvin, the
Cowboys rank among the greatest of all NFL
dynasties. In similar fashion to his New York Times
bestseller The Bad Guys Won!, about the 1986 New
York Mets, in Boys Will Be Boys, award-winning
writer Jeff Pearlman chronicles the outrageous
antics and dazzling talent of a team fueled by ego,
sex, drugs—and unrivaled greatness. Rising from the
ashes of a 1–15 season in 1989 to capture three
Super Bowl trophies in four years, the Dallas
Cowboys were guided by a swashbuckling, skirtchasing, power-hungry owner, Jerry Jones, and his
two eccentric, hard-living coaches, Jimmy Johnson
and Barry Switzer. Together the three built a
juggernaut that America loved and loathed. But for a
team that was so dominant on Sundays, the
Cowboys were often a dysfunctional circus the rest
of the week. Irvin, nicknamed "The Playmaker,"
battled dual addictions to drugs and women. Charles
Haley, the defensive colossus, presided over the
team's infamous "White House," where the parties
lasted late into the night and a steady stream of longPage 1/20
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legged groupies came and went. And then there
were Smith and Sanders, whose Texas-sized egos
were eclipsed only by their record-breaking on-field
perfomances. With an unforgettable cast of
characters and a narrative as hard-hitting and fastpaced as the team itself, Boys Will Be Boys
immortalizes the most beloved—and
despised—dynasty in NFL history.
Describes the formative years of the renowned
football coaches when they worked together as
coordinators for the New York Giants in the
mid-1950s, discussing how they each developed
their unique coaching styles before they became
famous.
The former coach of the Dallas Cowboys offers a
personal look at his philosophy and faith, his
management strategies, and his leadership
standards, as well as a glimpse of the sports
personalities he knows
This gripping story of Bible Study Fellowship - how it
grew into an organization that's impacted the lives of
millions of people around the world.
A lifelong Dallas Cowboy fan, the author presents a
look at growing up with his favorite men, profiling the
then-young team's players, their city, and the Cotton
Bowl
Minnesota sports legend Bud Grant tells the story of
his remarkable life as a player and coach in this rich
firsthand account. From surviving polio in childhood
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to a shining college sports career and playing both
basketball and football professionally, and from
coaching a championship-winning Canadian team to
leading the Minnesota Vikings to four Super Bowls,
Grant shares his personal perspective for the first
time in this autobiography with entertaining detail
and refreshing openness. The book recounts his
experiences with star players and gives the inside
story on Grant’s controversial retirement in 1983
and his return to the sideline in 1985. Minnesota
sports lovers will also enjoy Grant’s reflection on his
own idiosyncrasies, including his famous love of coldweather football and banning of sideline heaters, and
his postretirement life spent devoted to
environmental protection and being an outdoorsman.
Tales from the Dallas Cowboys Sideline, first
published in 2003 and now newly updated, is a
fascinating, fun look at the inner workings of one of
the most beloved sports teams of all time. A team
that is either gloriously loved or hideously hated,
there is no denying the passion evoked by the Dallas
Cowboys. With tales of Cowboy greats like Roger
Staubach and Emmitt Smith, and stories of heartwrenching games and epic rivalries, Tales from the
Dallas Cowboys Sideline will have fans captivated
on the edge of their seats. Players and authors Cliff
Harris and Charlie Waters have never lost sight of
how much fun it was to play in the NFL—especially
for the Dallas Cowboys—and they share that fun with
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readers and fans in Tales from the Dallas Cowboys
Sideline. From what really happened during Franco
Harris’s touchdown run in Super Bowl XIII to Coach
Tom Landry’s suggestions on pregame meals, this
book is a hilarious and unique collection of stories.
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports
Publishing imprint, are proud to publish a broad
range of books for readers interested in
sports—books about baseball, pro football, college
football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or
soccer, we have a book about your sport or your
team. Whether you are a New York Yankees fan or
hail from Red Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard
Green Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether
you root for the Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville
Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks;
whether you route for the Boston Bruins, Toronto
Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles
Kings; we have a book for you. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by
other publishers and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home.
AN ENGAGING INSIDER'S ACCOUNT OF SOME
OF THE MOST FASCINATING DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL EPISODES IN
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN HISTORY, FROM
THE HIGHLY RESPECTED FORMER SECRETARY
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OF STATE WHO REMAINS A DEMOCRATIC
ELDER STATESMAN. Warren Christopher is that
rarest of Washington personalities: a wise and witty
public servant once described by the Washington
Post as "the antithesis of the glitz-hungry, selfaggrandizing, corner-cutting political figures who
dominate Washington today." In this memoir, the
man whose sage counsel and sometimes parodied
discretion brought him to the right hand of mayors,
governors, and presidents, shares his personal
recollections and impressions of leaders and events
that shaped the second half of the twentieth century.
Writing in tightly crafted, often self-effacing prose,
Christopher chronicles how he left the privacy of life
at a premier law firm to heed calls to public service
from Supreme Court justice William O. Douglas, Los
Angeles mayor Tom Bradley, and California
governor Edmund "Pat" Brown -- as well as
presidents Lyndon Johnson, Jimmy Carter, and Bill
Clinton. Throughout his career, Christopher faced
diverse challenges: he advised a president on
whether to dispatch federal troops to quell civil
disturbances; led negotiations to free American
hostages in Iran; investigated a major city's police
force gone awry; and helped cope with Yitzhak
Rabin's assassination. From "Starting from
Scranton" and "The Johnson Treatment" to "Middle
East: Antipodes" and "Yesterday a War, Today a
Country," each chapter is a compelling story on its
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own. Together, they offer the first clear picture of the
impact of this quiet North Dakotan on modern
American history.
Jean-Jacques Taylor takes players into the locker room and
onto the field with the greatest Cowboys players in this newly
revised edition of Game of My Life Dallas Cowboys. Over
twenty of the most memorable players and coaches share
that singular moment in time that defined their career on the
Dallas turf. Hall of Fame running back Tony Dorsett describes
how he almost missed the game in which he turned in the
most spectacular performance of his career. Hall of Fame
quarterback Troy Aikman relives his most emotional moment
on the football field, and receiver Drew Pearson talks about
the infamous Hail Mary play. Hall of Fame quarterback Roger
Staubach talks about his frustration with coach Tom Landry
shuffling him in and out of the lineup, and Hall of Fame
defensive tackle Randy White remembers the transition from
college to the NFL. Fans will find these stories and so much
more in this one-of-a-kind collection. Receiver Tony Hill
relives a thrilling 31–30 comeback win over the rival
Washington Redskins on Monday Night Football. Safety
James Washington talks about his heroic performance in
Super Bowl XXVIII, and little-known running back Paul
Palmer discusses his role in coach Jimmy Johnson’s first
NFL victory. With so many stand-out moments, this treasure
trove of Cowboys stories is a must-have for any Dallas fan.
Take an up-close and personal look into the lives of some
well-known Christians who are successful leaders in their
careers. The Today’s Heroes series features everyday
people who overcame great adversity to become modern-day
heroes. Kids ages eight to twelve will be inspired by the
compelling stories of courageous individuals who are making
a real difference. In Today’s Heroes: Colin Powell, learn the
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inspiring story of how an average kid from the Bronx grew up
to become the first African-American ever appointed as
Secretary of State.In fourth grade Colin Powell was put in the
slow class, and in high school he only got Cs, but when he
joined the ROTC while in college, his life changed. Through
hard work, faith, and perseverance, Colin Powell rose through
the ranks to become the first African-American to ever serve
as the nation’s top military commander—chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. Read the compelling story of a true pioneer
and an American hero in Today’s Heroes: Colin Powell.
George Müller, a rebellious thief transformed into a humble
servant of God, longed for his life to be a living manifestation
of the strength and power of Christ. From a position of utter
dependence upon God, Müller opens up his journals and
offers us front row access to the inner workings of his own
spiritual life as well as an intimate accounting of the
miraculous provisions of God which enabled him to house,
feed and care for thousands of orphans in 19th century
England. Müller humbly beckons every single one of his
readers to follow his lead toward a life of uncomplicated,
dynamic faith in the King of kings and Lord of lords who is
alive and waiting to overturn every paradigm of a watching
world. Our modern world desperately needs to see the power
and light of the risen Christ bursting forth from our lives. Who
among us is willing to take up the baton of faith Müller
extends to us here and offer up our lives as living sacrifices to
the faithful God of love?
How does it feel to see your name among the Cowboys
greats in Texas Stadium’s Ring of Honor? What was it like to
be recruited by professional scouts? What happened to the
guy who hooked Randy White in the back with a wayward
fishhook? How did legendary coach Tom Landry motivate his
players? How did a waterbed and transcendental meditation
help Cliff Harris gain an edge over his opponents? Replete
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with memories from his college days at Ouachita Baptist and
then as a member of the Dallas Cowboys during the
“America’s Team” era, Cliff answers those questions and
more in the updated edition of Captain Crash and the Dallas
Cowboys. Read about his teammates, his coach, his
enemies, training secrets, Super Bowls—of which Cliff played
in five, winning two—Pro Bowls, motorcycles, and motorboats.
In this book, first published in 2006 and now including a new
introduction, Cliff takes us on the wild ride that was his life as
a Cowboy free safety and how he got there in the first place.
The book also includes great insider stories written by famous
fellow players Walt Garrison, Roger Staubach, Lee Roy
Jordan, and Charlie Waters. Perfect for the shelf of any
Dallas Cowboys fan! Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our
Sports Publishing imprint, are proud to publish a broad range
of books for readers interested in sports—books about
baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college
basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your
sport or your team. Whether you are a New York Yankees fan
or hail from Red Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard
Green Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether you root
for the Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins,
or Kansas Jayhawks; whether you route for the Boston
Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los
Angeles Kings; we have a book for you. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Buck Buchanan was the beloved equipment manager for the
Dallas Cowboys for twenty-five years, during which time the
Cowboys won four of their five Super Bowls led by such
legendary stars as Roger Staubach, Hollywood Henderson,
Randy White, Emmitt Smith, Troy Aikman, Bob Hayes, Lee
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Roy Jordan, and of course larger-than-life coach Tom Landry.
In these pages Buchanan provides a unique behind-thescenes look at America's Team, from the logistics of moving
equipment for away games, to the proclivities and needs of
individual players.
The humble man from Throckmorton, Texas, often called "the
greatest defensive tackle in NFL history," shares his life's
journey for the first time in "A Cowboy's Life." Bob Lilly
recounts his beginnings in Texas, being the first player ever
drafted by the Dallas Cowboys in 1961, his induction into the
Ring of Honor and the Pro Football Hall of Fame, as well as
his passion for photography.
If at one time the Dallas Cowboys were America's Team,
Roger Staubach was America's Quarterback. Roger the
Dodger was a real-life embodiment of apple pie, world
championships, and role models. Staubach was a Heisman
Trophy winner at Annapolis who served four years as a naval
officer before going on to a stellar eleven-year career with the
Dallas Cowboys that included four NFC championships and
two Super Bowl titles. Considered the master of the twominute offense and late-game comeback, Staubach
eventually earned a spot in the Cowboys' illustrious Ring of
Honor and, ultimately in 1985, the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
If ever there was a perfect meshing of franchise, coach, and
on-field leader, it was the silver-white-and-blue Cowboys of
the seventies with Tom Landry strolling the sidelines in his
trademark fedora and the unflappable Staubach barking
signals. He led the NFL in passing five times, and when he
retired at age thirty-seven he departed the game in
possession of the highest quarterback rating of all time. After
his retirement from football, he pretty much left the game
behind, forsaking a shot at coaching or television commentary
to focus his energies on the corporate world as chairman and
CEO of the Staubach Company, a diversified commercial real
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estate company. Roger Staubach: Captain America is an oral
history of Staubach's life, times, and career. It is told in the
words of dozens of former teammates and opponents,
friends, business associates, civic leaders, acquaintances,
and others who have known him over the years. Staubach
turned sixty in 2002, and this book offers a touching and
telling testimonial to a true American hero and role model.
A biography of the legendary professional football coach,
known for his trademark fedora, who spent almost thirty years
taking the Dallas Cowboys from punchline to NFL glory,
ultimately delivering twenty consecutive winning seasons.

This story of the struggle to be the best on the biggest
sports stage in the world is told in a behind-the-scenes
narrative that reveals football vignettes and insightful
management morsels from arguably the most influential
owner in professional sports.
In this harrowing, true account, Henderson lays bare the
locker room legends, the wild partying, the rampant
addiction and the unwritten rule of the pro sports world
that anything goes--as long as you win the game. A
tough, brutal, agonizing story . . .--Howard Cosell.P.
Putnam.
The New York Times bestseller is now in softcover with a
bonus chapter on how the “Dare to Be Uncommon”
movement is reaching schools, teams, and families
across the country and an update on Tony’s life since
retiring as head coach of the Indianapolis Colts. What
does it take to live a life of significance? When
Indianapolis Colts coach Tony Dungy took home the
trophy in Super Bowl XLI, fans around the world looked
to him as the epitome of success. Athletic victory,
professional excellence, fame and celebrity, awards and
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honors—he had it all. But even in that moment, he knew
those achievements had little to do with his ultimate
significance as a man. Coach Dungy still passionately
believes that there is a different path to significance—a
path characterized by attitudes, ambitions, and
allegiances that are all too rare but uncommonly
rewarding. In the New York Times best seller
Uncommon, Dungy reveals secrets to achieving
significance that he has learned from his remarkable
parents, his athletic and coaching career, his mentors,
and his walk with God.
You watched him vie for the Heisman and national
championship, and earn a third-round NFL draft spot.
Now meet Colt McCoy up-close and personal! Growing
Up Colt—A Father, a Son, a Life in Football is a unique
biography by both the Cleveland Browns quarterback
and his father, Brad, a highly-respected football coach in
his native Texas. Get a behind-the-scenes view of the
formative events of Colt’s football experience and the
foundational principles of his family and faith life.
Growing Up Colt promises an inspiring read for football
fans of all ages—and don’t miss the exciting full-color
photo section!
Tom LandryAn AutobiographyZondervan
A book that explores the enduring legends of Snake,
Foo, Dr. Death, and John Madden’s Oakland Raiders,
Badasses is the definitive biography of arguably the last
team to play old-fashioned tough-guy football. Peter
Richmond, co-author of the New York Times bestseller
The Glory Game, offers a fascinating look at the 1970s
Oakland Raiders, led by colorful greats from another era:
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Ken Stabler, Willie Brown, Gene Upshaw, Jim Otto, Art
Shell, head coach John Madden, and owner Al Davis. In
the bestselling vein of Boys Will Be Boys, Badasses
chronicles the bar-room exploits, practice-field pranks,
and Super Bowl glories of the team’s many misfits, castoffs, psychos, and geniuses of the game.
A biography of the surgeon who overcame poverty and
racism to become chief of pediatric neurosurgery at
Johns Hopkins University Hospital.
"Mark Ribowsky has written one king hell of a book
about one king hell of a band. Buy that man a drink!"
—Mick Wall, author of When Giants Walked the Earth
This book tells the intimate story of how a band of lost
souls and self-destructive misfits clawed their way to the
very top of the rock'n'roll peak, writing and performing as
if beneficiaries of a deal with the devil—a deal fulfilled by
a tragic fall from the sky. The rudderless genius behind
their ascent was a man named Ronnie Van Zant, who
guided their five-year run and evolved not just a new
country/rock idiom but a new Confederacy. Whiskey
Bottles and Brand-New Cars is based on interviews with
surviving band members and others who watched them.
It gives a new perspective to a history of stage fights,
motel-room destructions, cunning business deals, and
brilliant studio productions, offering a greater
appreciation for a band that, in the aftermath of its last
plane ride, has sadly descended into self-caricature as
the sort of lowbrow guns-'n'-God cliché that Ronnie Van
Zant wanted to chuck from around his neck. No other
book on Southern rock has ever captured the "Free
Bird"–like sweep and significance of Lynyrd Skynyrd.
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Mark Ribowsky has written twelve books, including
widely praised biographies of Tom Landry, Howard
Cosell, Phil Spector, and Satchel Paige. He has also
contributed extensively to magazines including Playboy,
Penthouse, and High Times. He lives in Boca Raton,
Florida.
A behind-the-scenes retelling of the 1982 showdown between
the Dallas Cowboys and the San Francisco 49ers explains its
relevance to NFL history, drawing on interviews with leading
figures to offer insight into the role of similar events on the
rise and fall of franchises. Reprint. A best-selling book.
“No football fan will want to miss this one.” —PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY “A searing character study…a breathless, can’t-putit-down read.” —LOS ANGELES TIMES “As savvy, dirtdishing expose.” —KIRKUS REVIEWS From nationallyacclaimed journalist and ESPN commentator Skip Bayless,
the newly updated eBook edition of the classic bestseller
GOD'S COACH. First published in 1990, this unforgettable
expose tears the metallic blue shine off the legendary star,
revealing the truth about ‘America’s Team’ and its beloved
head coach Tom Landry, whose much-regaled Christian
charity extended to strangers everywhere, yet stopped short
of the team who labored under him. From the hangover that
led Jerry Jones to buy the team, to the wild ride of the
Staubach era, Bayless strips away the image of the team
created by the most powerful PR machine in sports, revealed
by insiders willing to break their silence. Packed with
unparalleled insight into one of the most storied franchises in
the history of sports, GOD'S COACH is a compelling
revelation about a corrupt football franchise that dared call
itself America’s Team. Skip Bayless appears daily as the
host of ESPN’s First Take; his commentary appears regularly
on ESPN.com. A former columnist for the Dallas Morning
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News, DALLAS TIMES HERALD, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, and
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, and sportswriter for the LOS
ANGELES TIMES and MIAMI HERALD. In addition to GOD'S
COACH, he is the author of THE BOYS and HELL-BENT.
In 2021, Texas Country Reporter celebrates its fiftieth season
on the air. Broadcast every week on stations across Texas, it
focuses on “ordinary people doing extraordinary things.” And
at the center of it is Bob Phillips, the show’s creator and
host—an erstwhile poor kid from Dallas who ended up with a
job that allowed him to rub elbows with sports figures,
entertainers, and politicians but who preferred to spend his
time on the back roads, listening to less-famous Texans tell
their stories. In this memoir, Phillips tells his own story, from
his early days as a reporter and his initial pitch for the show
while a student at SMU to his ongoing work at the longestrunning independently produced TV show in American
television history. As we travel with Phillips on his journey, we
meet Willie Nelson and former Dallas Cowboys coach Tom
Landry; reflect on memorable, unusual, and challenging show
segments; experience the behind-the-scenes drama that
goes on in local television; witness the launching of an annual
festival; and discover the unbelievable allure of Texas, its
culture, and, especially, its people. Spanning generations, A
Good Long Drive is proof that life’s journey really is a
destination unto itself.
In 1970 a scraggly, antiheroic young man from North Carolina
by way of Massachusetts began presenting a comforting new
sound, a kind never heard before. Within a year, when young
ears sought a new sound, there was "Fire and Rain" and
"You've Got a Friend," and a new Southern California-fed
branch of pop music. Taylor was its reluctant leader.
Remarkably, Taylor has survived: his 2015 release, Before
This World, edged out Taylor Swift and went to #1 on the
charts. Today he is in better physical and probably mental
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condition than during the whirlwind when he influenced music
so heavily, the decade when magazines and newspapers
printed feverish stories about his gawky hunkiness, his love
affair with Joni Mitchell, his glittery marriage to Carly Simon,
his endlessly carried-out heroin habit, and sometimes even
his music. Despite it all, Taylor has become the nearest thing
to rock royalty in America. Based on fresh interviews with
musicians, producers, record company people, and music
journalists, as well as previously published interviews,
reviews, and profiles, Sweet Dreams and Flying Machines is
the definitive biography of an elusive superstar.
One the greatest NFL broadcasters distills the wisdom of two
of the greatest coaches As both a tight end and a place kicker
for the 1958 Giants (back when special teams were part of
the defense), Pat Summerall was the only person to be
coached by both Vince Lombardi and Tom Landry, the team's
offensive and defensive coaches, respectively. In telling the
story of that legendary season, which ended with the Giants
losing to the Colts in the NFL championship game, Summerall
explores the wisdom that was passed along to him that made
him a better player, and later a better broadcaster and better
a man. The wide range of lessons covers personal behavior
(react like a football player; training doesn't end in training
camp; don't dwell on your success), work relationships (the
boss keeps time, they can get somebody who wants to play)
and winning (believe in your heart that you'll win, try to win
every game, but focus on one game at a time) The book also
lays out the Lombardi Code (Speak Confidently, and Prepare)
and the Landry Code (Faith, Family and Football) Summerall
tells vivid and inspirational stories about the game on and off
the field that bring the lessons to life
Football great Tony dorsett speaks candidly about his career,
his Teammates, racism in professional sports, the power of
the media, and the Dallas Cowboys
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In this instant national bestseller, comedy superstar Mike
Myers writes from the (true patriot) heart about his 53-year
relationship with his beloved Canada. Mike Myers is a worldrenowned actor, director and writer, and the man behind
some of the most memorable comic characters of our time.
But as he says: "no description of me is truly complete
without saying I'm a Canadian." He has often winked and
nodded to Canada in his outrageously accomplished body of
work, but now he turns the spotlight full-beam on his
homeland. His hilarious and heartfelt new book is part
memoir, part history and pure entertainment. It is Mike Myers'
funny and thoughtful analysis of what makes Canada
Canada, Canadians Canadians and what being Canadian
has always meant to him. His relationship with his home and
native land continues to deepen and grow, he says. In fact,
American friends have actually accused him of enjoying being
Canadian--and he's happy to plead guilty as charged. A true
patriot who happens to be an expatriate, Myers is in a unique
position to explore Canada from within and without. With this,
his first book, Mike brings his love for Canada to the fore at a
time when the country is once again looking ahead with hope
and national pride. Canada is a wholly subjective account of
Mike's Canadian experience. Mike writes, "Some might say,
'Why didn't you include this or that?' I say there are 35 million
stories waiting to be told in this country, and my book is only
one of them." This beautifully designed book is illustrated in
colour (and not color) throughout, and its visual treasures
include personal photographs and Canadiana from the
author's own collection. Published in the lead-up to the 2017
sesquicentennial, this is Mike Myers' birthday gift to his fellow
Canadians. Or as he puts it: "In 1967, Canada turned one
hundred. Canadians all across the country made Centennial
projects. This book is my Centennial Project. I'm handing it in
a little late. . . . Sorry." From the Hardcover edition.
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“Pat Toomay has mixed fact and fiction to produce a story
that will make every armchair quarterback laugh and
wince—and worry at his exposition of “the game’s” most
insidious reality: the prospect — on any given Sunday—of a
fix.” —John Seigenthaler, USA Today “Toomay, for many
years a lineman with the Cowboys and the Raiders, gives a
sinister turn to the old saw that ‘on any given Sunday, one
team can beat another’. . . . He writes knowledgeably about
football: its strategy, the pain, the respect and hatred between
the men in the trenches.” —Publishers Weekly
Chuck Noll won four Super Bowls and presided over one of
the greatest football dynasties in history, the Pittsburgh
Steelers of the ‘70s. Later inducted into the Pro Football Hall
of Fame, his achievements as a competitor and a coach are
the stuff of legend. But Noll always remained an intensely
private and introspective man, never revealing much of
himself as a person or as a coach, not even to the players
and fans who revered him. Chuck Noll did not need a
dramatic public profile to be the catalyst for one of the
greatest transformations in sports history. In the nearly four
decades before he was hired, the Pittsburgh Steelers were
the least successful team in professional football, never
winning so much as a division title. After Noll’s arrival, his
quiet but steely leadership quickly remolded the team into the
most accomplished in the history of professional football. And
what he built endured well beyond his time with the Steelers –
who have remained one of America’s great NFL teams,
accumulating a total of six Super Bowls, eight AFC
championships, and dozens of division titles and playoff
berths. In this penetrating biography, based on deep research
and hundreds of interviews, Michael MacCambridge takes the
measure of the man, painting an intimate portrait of one of the
most important figures in American football history. He traces
Noll’s journey from a Depression-era childhood in Cleveland,
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where he first played the game in a fully integrated
neighborhood league led by an African-American coach and
then seriously pursued the sport through high school and
college. Eventually, Noll played both defensive and offensive
positions professionally for the Browns, before discovering
that his true calling was coaching. MacCambridge reveals
that Noll secretly struggled with and overcame epilepsy to
build the career that earned him his place as “the Emperor”
of Pittsburgh during the Steelers’ dynastic run in the 1970s,
while in his final years, he battled Alzheimer’s in the shelter
of his caring and protective family. Noll’s impact went well
beyond one football team. When he arrived, the city of steel
was facing a deep crisis, as the dramatic decline of
Pittsburgh’s lifeblood industry traumatized an entire
generation. “Losing,” Noll said on his first day on the job,
“has nothing to do with geography.” Through his calm,
confident leadership of the Steelers and the success they
achieved, the people of Pittsburgh came to believe that
winning was possible, and their recovery of confidence owed
a lot to the Steeler’s new coach. The famous urban
renaissance that followed can only be understood by
grasping what Noll and his team meant to the people of the
city. The man Pittsburghers could never fully know helped
them see themselves better. Chuck Noll: His Life’s Work tells
the story of a private man in a very public job. It explores the
family ties that built his character, the challenges that defined
his course, and the love story that shaped his life. By
understanding the man himself, we can at last clearly see
Noll’s profound influence on the city, players, coaches, and
game he loved. They are all, in a real sense, heirs to the
football team Chuck Noll built.
Five Super Bowl titles, fifteen Hall of Famers, and a litany of
legendary players, characters, and games later, the Dallas
Cowboys franchise has cemented itself among the most
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successful in all of sports and, with a fan base that extends all
over the world, among the most well known. Legends of the
Dallas Cowboys takes an in-depth look at some of the
legends who have shaped the Cowboys’ identity, beginning
with Tom Landry, the man who was hired before Murchison
had been awarded a team and who is still the franchise’s
enduring image. Also included is Tex Schramm, under whom
the Cowboys had twentystraight winning seasons and who is
considered the most forward-thinking NFL executive ever, as
well as Randy White, Ed “Too Tall” Jones, Bob Lilly, Lee Roy
Jordan, Mel Renfro, and more. Also included are innovators
such as Bob Hayes, who forced the creation of the zone
defense, and Michael Irvin and Thomas “Hollywood”
Henderson, who forced the creation of behavioral clauses in
contracts. Each of the legends played his own unique role in
shaping the lore of one of sports’ greatest franchises, a
franchise that began humbly on a winter day in Miami and is
now a model of success.
From the mid-1950s to the early 1960s, when basketball’s
Boston Celtics were piecing together a run for the ages, when
Montreal’s Canadiens were in the midst of notching a recordsetting five streaight Stanley Cups, and when the New York
Yankees were the once-and-future kings of the diamond, one
team boosted the NFL to national prominence as none other:
the New York Giants. In Giants Among Men, Jack
Cavanaugh, the acclaimed author of Tunney, transports us to
the NFL’s golden age to introduce the close-knit and diverse
group that won the heart of a city, helped spread the gospel
of pro football across the nation, and recast the NFL as a
media colossus. Central to Cavanaugh’s narrative, and
emblematic of the Giants’ bond with their followers, was a
hard-nosed future Hall of Fame defensive end named Andy
Robustelli, who anchored a Giants defense unit so ferocious
that they were the first team to inspire crowds to chant “DeePage 19/20
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fense!” But while Robustelli and the Giants were a hit on the
gridiron, playing in six NFL Championship Games in eight
seasons between 1956 and 1963, the most remarkable
aspect of this team was perhaps its relationship with the fans,
who were equally at east hobnobbing with Jackie Gleason
and Frank Sinatra as they were rubbing elbows with workingclass rooters on the IRT en route to Sunday games in the
Bronx. But the Giants of this era didn’t merely affect the
fans’ relationship to the game; they changed the game itself.
The team launched the NFL careers of future head-coaching
geniuses Tom Landry and Vince Lombardi, as well as those
of future Hall of Famers including Frank Gifford, Sam Huff,
Emlen Tunnell, Roosevelt Brown, and Y. A. Tittle, along with
stars like Charlie Conerly, Rosey Grier, and Pat Summerall.
Filled with historical and cultural insight and vivid portraits of
large-than-life characters and indispensable everymen,
Giants Among Men transcends nostalgia and sports trivia to
faithfully depict a watershed era for both football and the
American nation.
Disciplined Life, Determined Athlete, Devoted Christian Kids
will be inspired by the compelling story of David “The
Admiral” Robinson, who went from the Navy to the NBA,
becoming MVP center for the San Antonio Spurs. When
David Robinson became MVP center for the San Antonio
Spurs, he seemed to have it all—fame, success, wealth, and a
wonderful family—but he didn’t feel complete until he found
his faith. This is the true story of one man’s disciplined life,
how he excelled in academics and sports, and who isn’t
afraid to share his utter devotion to God.
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